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1. INTRODUCTION

It is now an accepted fact that large size fast breeders with plutonium
would be in a position to produce power at lowerc~8ts than those from pres
ently known converters. The low costs are mainly because of their attractive
tuel cycle economics /1$2,37. A careful balancing of sometimes conflicting
technical and economi~ par;meters ishowever. necessary to attain low fuel
cycle costs.

2. GErillRAL

2.1. Reactor system

Typical current designs L4$~7 of plutonium fueled fast reactor systems
consist 9f a core of moderately enriched fuel surrounded both radially and
axially by fertile blanket material. The core fuel is normally distributed

* Work performed within the association in the field of fast reactors between
the European Atomic Energy Community and Gesellschaft für Kernforschung m.b.Ho,

.Karlsruhe
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:Ln small diamet,~r pifis to attain high :tuel rating. Tbe a:kial blanket fuel ele
ments forn ä p3rt 6f the core elements whereas~ the fuelelements for radial
blankets Dia.y hQ.~te target diameter and form aseparate entity. Al though a
nti~be7 of coolants have been considered~ the present study is limited to fast
reactor systems with sodium as coolant. Since the fuel cycle costs are also
influenced by the chemical composition of the fuel used~ two types of fuels
i.e. mixed uranium and plutonium oxides and uranium and plutonium carbides
have been considered.

Reactor de. ta

1000 IIT~e size fast reactors have been used for the analysis of fuel cycle
costs. During early eighties~ when fast breeders are expected to enter the
field of electrical generation~ reactors in this capacity range would form
the major part of the units to be installed. All the relevant technical data
used for the reference reactors are summarized in TABLE I. For subsequent
variations in ree.ctor parameters ~ the height to diameter ratio for the core ~

the pressure drop and the temperature increase in the coolant accross the
core were kept constant so that the capital investments for the reactor sys
tems could be assumed to be the same as those for the respective reference
systems. Although mixed carbides have about 5 times the thermal conductivity
of that of the mixed oxides {§.7 ~ it ,vas taken conservatively to be only t'vice
that of the oxides for the referencedesign.

2.2. Fuel cycle industry

Fabrication and reprocessing plant~ the two important branches of the
fuel cycle industr~ are characterised by their relatively low plant scale-up
factors. Therefore~ the specific fabrication and reprocessing costs decrease
significantly with increasing size of these plants. By the time fast breeders
would start penetrating nuclear energy production~ a considerable volume of
fabrication and reprocessing capacities would be in operation based on con
verter tyoe reactors /11/. It would be more economic for both the converter
and breed~r type reacto~s to expand the existing fuel cycle industry~ carry
out fa.bricatioIl and reprocessing steps in centrally located multipurpose
plants ane tc~e advantage of the low specific costs than to build a marginal
size fuel cycle industry for the fast breeder system alone. Tbe present
analysis 1s based on a combined fuel cycle industry.

3. FUEL CYCLE caSTS - INTEP~EPENDENCE OF REACTOR Al~ caST PAPJU'ffiTERS

The fuel cycle costs for fast breeders can be divided into three main
categories:

1. Fabrication costs

1. Reprocessing costs

3. Plutonium interest minus plutonium credit

These costs have been calculated according to a present worth method discussed
in detail elsewhere L7,§/.

An analysis of these costs indicates seme interdependence bet~veen the
cost para~eters and the reactor parameters and are discussed below.
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3.1. Cost parameters

3.1.1. Specific fabtication costs in DM/kg

As mentiöned eariier ehe fuel elements fot the cöre and the axial blanket
material form a single unit and are fabricated together. Fabrication of ele
ments for the radial blanket can be carried out separately and 1s based on
the same technology as that for the knovro converter elements. The specific
fabrication costs for the core~ the axial blanket and the radial blanket can
be treated individually. Fer t~e core material~ the specific fabrication costs
IZy{ in DH/kg heavy metal are mainly a function 2! plant throughput DF{t u+Pu!Y'f..!?
pln diameter d in mm and the length LK in mm L~/. In a some~lhat simplified form
the cost relationship may be ~~pressea as follows~

(Symbols not defined in TAßLE I? are explained in the text).

Kv(DM/kg Core fuel) =
J.'-

100+381 O
L ) (D )0?412?50 + 7?70 )_ --.!.- ... oF •••

d d
2 2780 Dp

.l!

(1)

For a given throughput and length? the fabrication costs per pin?
K . !Ull/fuel pint, increase aporoximately linearly with the pin diameter in
p~n- - •

tne range of 5-9 mm according to the following relation:

.... (2)

The specific fabrication costs for the axial part of the core elements
KABLDM/kg aX.Bl.fuel/? may also be expressed as a function of plant throughput
aua core pin diameter:

K =AB (

D )0?420 + 656 + 420 oF •••
d d

2
DF

(3)

(4)

The fabrication costs for the radial blanket elements have been taken to
be a constant at D!1 200/kg radial blanket material. For calculating the fuel
cycle costs according to L7,§/ the weighted average of fabrication costs? KAVfor the core, the axial blanket and the radial blanket material has to be
taken. The burnup has also to be averaged (a ) over the same amounts ofmavmaterial.

The throughput of a plant for the fabrication of fast breeder core ele
ments is a function of the installed reactor capacity P(GWe)~ the burnup a
and the thermal efficiancy n of the reactor population. In an expanding nu~lear
industry, the capacity is also a function of the fuel rating~ as the first core
elements for the new reactors to be installed have also to be fabricated in a
year a!ong ~ith the running requirement of the existing reactors in the same
year !IO?ll/. However~ since the fabrication capacity required for the first
cores-is s;all compared to the running requirement. the fabrication capacity
D~ at a given time t may be taken to be as~

l'

D ~ 365 Km. P(t+ÖF) •••
F n a

m

where m is the fabrication loss factor (l~OI) and ÖpLYE/ is the time required
for fabrication.
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For a given reactor system and installed power, the variation in the
pin costs for the eore part of the element may be expressed by eombining
eqs. 1,2~4 as foliows: -

(
a )0,4

K A = (31 4d) ~ •••
p~n ' amo

where, for the present study

a = 80,000 T:1I.Jd!t core fuel, for the referenee plant.mo

Capaeity of the referenee plant

fuel

DoF

3.1.2.

= 88 t U+Pu!yr or 100 t U0
2

+PuOz/yr.

Fabrieation eosts ~K in Dpf/kvJh

On the basis of the above eost eonsiderations and the method diseussed in
111 it ean be sho~vn that the fabrication eosts for the core elements are a
funetion of the following reaetor parameters:

1or (X)

n aO,6 d
m

when specifie pin eosts are eonsidered, and

y (X) ----:-

~K 0,6
n a

m

when speeifie eosts in DM/kg (eq.l) are eonsidered.

(6)

(6a)

(7)

Eqs. 6 and 7 show that with increasing burnup the fabrieation eosts for
the eore fuel do not deerease as a -} but at a slower rate of aO,6 if the other
reactor parameters are kept eonsta~t. The fabrication eosts formthe axial
blanket elements are relatively small. Although they have been ineluded in the
final FC~costs, they have not been eonsidered for parameter dependenee.

3.2. SpeeHie reproeessing eosts in DH/kg

The reproeessing of fast breeder fuel elements ean be conveniently earried
out in large centrally located multipurpose plants. The main differenee between
the fast breeder eore elements and those from weIl knovm eonverters (for example
light water reaetor type) lies in the higher plutonium concentration and higher
burnup of the former. Both of thern ean be reduced considerably by discharging
apart of the radial blanket elements (which have a low burnup and Im'l plutonium
concentration) simultaneously with the eore elements and reproeessing them to
gether. The average plutonium concentration of the breeder fuel can be further
reduced by processing them along with elements from the light water reactors.
Sinee the current high burnup Lvffi types discharge their fuel at less than 0.6%
U-235, a mixing with fast breeder fuel which may contain waste uranium would
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ndt &f\US~ a signifi.eant reductil;>ti:i!n the reSt value of um. fuels. The Pu-240
cOutent in high'burllup LHR fuels is in the same range as that in the equilib
ritifu plutonium from amixed coretplanket fast,breeder fuel (TABLE II)~ so that
no s:i.gllificatJ.t i13otople swing is e..y.pected thtough such mixing.

In a ceritrai~y loeated plant whieh has been built for a speeifie fissile
ma.terial eoneenttätion a~d yea:t:lytitroughput, the specifte reproeessing eosts
fdr fast bzeedBr !up.ls Kn in DM/kg mixed fuel would normally be a funetion of
pltitdhium conterttt~tion In the irradiated fuel elements and their bateh-sizeo

The fbl10wirtg relation has he~h used Li2,1~7:

Pu
xl T D___ + R

x
PU

Bo

where xPu is the Pu-design eoneentration; x~u, the averaged Pu-eone, in the
mixed fgel of fast breeder; T, the turn around time in days; D ~ the plant
throughput in t U?Fu!day, and BL-t_1 thc bateh-size of the fuef elements to
be reproeessed. In the present study~

Pu
x = 0,04o

T = 7

B =

1
Nth 365.K

amav

The base eosts of 100 DM!kg eorrespond to a I t/day plant and deerease
with inereasing !hEoughput of the plant aeeording to the approximate analyti
cal expression LI'J.!~

Y (D ) = 103 3 D-O~74 (8a)
"R R ' R

For ealeulating the Pu coneentration x;u, the weighted average of the Pu
eoncentration in the eore, the axial and the radial blanket elements have to
be takeno Similarly the burnup has also to be averaged (a ) over the same
amount of materials. The averaged transport eosts for them~Yxed fuel have been
taken to be DM 20/kg and have to be added to the reprocessing costs.

3.2.1. Reprocessin$ eosts RA_ in Dpf/kvfn

The reproeessing eosts for the mixed eore and blanket ~!ements show the
following dependenee on burnup if eqo 3 and the method in L11 are eonsidered:

Cl I
K ~ + - (9)

A na nmav

where Cl ·i8 a eonstant.

-1Here also the a dependence 1s signifieantly redueed because of the bateh
msize fa.etor.
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Plutonium interest and plutonium credit

3.3.1. Plutonium interest K. in Dpf/kHh
~nt

Interest charges have to be paid for the plutoniumproduce~orbound in
the fuel cycle forboth the in-pile and the out-of~pile time. N9rma1ly three
categories of intetest charges are considered during one cyc1e time.

1. tutetest charges for ehe first inventory plutonium during the
ih""'p:i1e time ..These are prdpo:hional to:

K. ( ... i-I)
~nt ~n-p' e

(;I.JnR
oo-·~

b tz n
• a • (10)

where R is the sum of the irttetest and tax rate.

T7

~int(out-cf~pile)

2. lriterest Ch~rges
bÜt;;'of"'~He time

for ehe firstinvehtory plutonium auring
which ~te proportional to~

CLtrlRt
VJ

0:>

um nO+y)

the

(lOa)

3.3.2

t represents the total out-of-pile time.w

3. Interest charges for the excess plutonium bred in the radial
blanket during the in-pile time of the radial b1anket. They
are a function of the following reactor parameters:

paR a (l+y)(Br -1)
v 0:> m g (lOb)
~int(rad) b K n

The in-pile time for the radial blanket elements can be different fram
that for the core aud axial blanket elements.prepresents the ratio of the radial
blanket in-pile time to the core in-pile time. A long in-pile time for the
radial blanket would mean 1ess frequent discharge and hence low reprocessing
cost contribution to the total fue1 cycle costs but at the same time wou1d
mean a higher interest charge for the plutonium produced in it. The optimum
in-pile time can be estimated by ba1ancing the interest charges against the
reprocessing costs LI7.

Plutonium credit 9 Kpu Cr in Dpf IkHh

The sum of the three interest charges under 3.1 is reduced by the credit
value of plutonium produced in excess in the b1ankets. This va!ue is propor
tional to

n

CL (vBr -1)g
K 0:> ---=----Pu Cr

where v is the reprocessing 10ss factor (O~99).

{I I)

-
~fuen the credit value equals the interest charges 9 the fuel cycle costs

become independent of plutonium priceo For a given set of reactor parameters
and plutonium price, these relations give the breeding ratio or the interest
rate which would make the fuel cycle costs independent of the plutonium price.
If the technically attainab1e breeding ratio is lower than this value for a
given interest rate, the fue! cycle costs would rise with increasing plutonium
priceo
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The plutonium price cannot however~ rise or fall indefinitely. The lowest
value of plutoniuJl for a fast J:"eactor system "t-70uld be given by the reprocessing
costs. For specific reprocessing costs of about 200 Dll/kg mLxed fuel~ this
would come to abcut 5 DM/g Pu-fissile. Tue upper limit 1s given by the fact
that 1 g Pu correspondsi:o about: 1.5 g U-235 on the reactivity scale in fast
breeders. Fast breeders can therefore afford to pay 1.5 times the prevailing
price of U-235, for Pu. At pre3ent U-235 has a value of 48 DM/g (for g 8/lb
U30S)' Therefore~ plutonium for fast breeders can have a price of 72 Dll/g.
!liis would mean the upper limit for plutonium price. For a higher price it
would be more econonic to use U-235 in fast breeders.

3.4. Re~ctor paramete.~

The reactor parameters which influence the fuel cycle costs are summa
rised in TABLE 111. The fuel cycle costs for the two reference reactors Na
BRO and Na-BRC are also included there. The cost relations indicate that the
reactor parameters n~ a ~ b, X~ Y and Br influence the fuel cycle economics
in a relatively intricnfe manner. Howevef~ it is possible to discuss some
generally discernc:.ble. trends.

1. Thermal efficiency n~

All the cost items are inversely proportional to the thermal
efficiency and decrease monotonously with an increase in its
value.

2. Burnup a ~
mAn increase in burnup reduces the fabrication and reprocess1ng

costs (eqs. 7~9)~ thc interest charges for the out-of-pile" in
ventory (10a) and increases the interest charges for the excess
plutonium (lOb). In canned fuel~ for high burnups above 100.000
HlV"d/t, the core fuel density has to be reduced considerably be
lm-] 85 % of l:he the:Jretical value to accomodate for the swelling
of fuel /147. A reduced fuel density reduces the internal as weIl
as the t~t;'l brecding ratio and decreases the fissile rating.
Besides that~ because of higher fission product poisoning~ a
higher excess reactivity 1s necessary to keep thereactor cri
tical over its core lifetime, which also causes a decrease in
the fissile rating. All these tend to increase the interest
charges for plutonium. These two influences working in opposite
direction cause the fuel cycle costs to go through a minimum
when the burnup is increased continuously.

3. Fissile rating b~ 0 5
The fabrication costs (6) increase with b at the rate of b ' ;
the interest charges for the in-pile plutonium inventory and
for the excess plutonium in blanket decrease at the rate of
b-1 • For a given fuel type and rod power~ the fertile to fissile
material ratio y decreases vith increasing b as sholin in Fig. 1.
The decreasing interest charges and the increasing fabrication
costs cause thc fuel cycle costs to go through a minimum with
increasing b.

4. Rod power X~

Although fabrication costs are inversely proportional to the rod
power (9)~ it is not an independent variable and is related to
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tihe other reäctor parameters through the relation~

1r42 : X(i+y)
34 b P,.. 10

).;

(12)

where PF is the density of fuel.

The fertile to fissile ratio y decreases with increasing X (Fig. 1)
so that the fabrication cost advantage with higher X (for a given
fuel), is partly compensated by the reduced value of y.

5. Fertile to fissile w~terial ratio y:
Inverse of the term (l~y) gives the fissile material concentration
in core. Explicitely, the fabrication costs (6) and the intetest
charges for the out-of-pile inventory (10a) are inversely propor
tional and the interest charges for the excess plutonium in radial
blankets (lOb) are directly proportional to this term. But, because
of the fact that y decreases with an increase in both fissile rating
and rod power (Fig.l), !t influencesand tends to increase the fue!
cycle costs in an implicit manner also. Besides, a reduced value
of y means a higher concentration of plutonium in core and necessarily
a lower concentration of U-238, whicn in its turn means a lower in
ternal breeding ratio and consequently a lower total breeding ratio.
This tends to increase the fuel cycle costs further.

6. Breeding ratio Br ;
For a given fast Breeder system the breeding ratio is mainly a
function of heavy metal density (referred to the reactor volume)
and the hardness of neutron energy spectrum. Therefore, the carbide
fuel, which has a higher density and gives a harder spectrum has
also a higher breeding ratio than the oxide fuel. The breeding
ratio in existing reactors can be varied within a wide range
(for example,for the oxide system between 1,1-1,4 for the car
bide system from 1,1-1,5) by changing the thickness and the height
of fuel in the radial and the axial blanket respectively.

4. COHPARISON iJITH FUEL CYCLE COSTS OF KNm1N CONVERTERS

In TABLE IV typical fuel cysle costs for a light water reactor and a heavy
water natural uranium reactor 18/ are comoared with those for the reference
fast breeder reactor Na-BRO. Th~ relevant" technical and cost data are also
included in that table. Although the specific fabrication costs in DM/kg
fuel are higher for the averaged fast breeder fuel than those for the LlVR
or the HWR, the fabrication costs in Dpf/kHh are lower than either of the
two. This is because of the higher thermal efficiency of the breeder than
the L~ro. and higher thermal efficiency and higher burnup than the ID1R. This
is also true for the reprocessing costs. However, the major difference in
costs between the LWR and the Na-BRO lies in the burnup charges and the
Pu-interest.ln spite of the relatively high interest charges for the Pu
inventory which have to be paid by the oxide type of fast breeder, the total
costs on account of this item are considerably lower (by 0,28 Dpf/kvlli) than
the burnup charges (minus the Pu-credit) to oe paid by the UJR .. Fast breeders
will always have an advantage over the LvJR for this cost item as they da not
have any burnup charges ..
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5. EXÄI1PLES ON !HE INFLUEHCE OF TECHNICAL AND COST PARAHE't:ERS ON FUEt CYCLE
coSts

TAßLE V summarises the reactor and the c08t:parameter~ which have been
varieä. tt also includes the basic fuel cycle da~a. Every time a reactor
parameter was changed ,ühe reactor was made critital artew. Th~ heiglit to dia
meter ratio for the core, the pressure drop and the t~mpetatdre difference
of the cobling medium äccross the ~ore tvere kept ahJa9-s the same. The main
purpose of these variations is rather to understand general tiends than to
determine the fuel cycle costs witn great accuraey.

5.1 Fuel cycle CO$ts.,vs,' burnup,TAB:4E:,VI, FigJj

According to TABLEVI fuel .cyele costs incr~ase from 0.38 to 0.43 Dpf/kWh
when the burnup is increased from 80.000 to 160.000 }~~d/t. In Fig. 3 fuel
cycle costs showa minimum for böth oxide and carbide fuel. The FC-costs re
duce for a given burnup when the rbd pbwer i8 increased from 230 to 460 watt/cm
for oxide type fuel. Far the same pin diameter the rod power with carbide
fuel i8 twice that of the oxide fuel. For 80.000 Ntold/t burnup the FC-costs
for the carbide fuel are 0.27 Dpf/kvfu compared to 0.38 Dpf/kvlh for the oxide
fuel.

5.2 FC-costs vs. fissile material rating, Fig. ~

In all the fauT cases shown in Fig. 2, the FC-cost8 go through a minimum
,lith increasing rating in the range of 5 - 8 mm pbt di.ameter. For a given
rating the FC-costs are always lower for carbides than for oxides.

5.3 FC-costs vs. rod power and critical mass, Fig. 4

~~e optimised fuel cycle costs (with optimum band p) decrease relatively
slowly with increasing rod power for oxide fuel. With a four time increase
in X from 230 to 920 watt/cm the FC-costs decrease from 0.42 to 0.33 Dpf/kvlli
i.e. by about 20%. The initial plutonium inveritory on the other hand, reduces
at a faster rate. For the same increase in rod power it decreases by a factor
of 2;4.

5.4 FC-costs VS. breeding ratio, Fig.5, and Pu price, Fig.6

For a plutonium price of zero, FC-costs tend to decrease with decreasing
breeding ratio (Fig.5), as fabrication and reprocessing costs for the radial
blanket become an unnecessary economic burden. For higher plutonium prices,
the FC-costs show a minimum for a specific breeding ratio for both the oxide
and the carbide fuel. The higher fabrication and reprocessing costs for the
increased amount cf radial blanket outweighs the plutonium credit above a
certain breeding ratio. Because of their lower breeding ratio the oxide fuel
shows a stronger dependence on plutonium price than the carbide fuel (Fig.5,6).
For oxide fuel forexample, the FC-costs increase from 0.38 to 0.53 Dpf/kvfu
when the Pu price i8 increased from 40 to 80 DH/g. For the same increase,the
FC-costs for the carbide fuel go up from 0.27 to 0.35 Dpf!kvfu.

5.5 FC-costs vs. fabrication costs. TAntE VII? and reprocessing costs g TABLE VIII

The effect of a change in average fabrication costs on the total FC-costs
far the reference reactors Na-ERO and Na-BRC are ShOiVIl in TABLE VL The FC-
costs redu~c =~om 0.4 to 0.25 Dpf/kvm for the oxide and fram 0.36 to 0.17 Dpf/kWh
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for thc carbide when the average specific fabricetion co~ts are decreased from
500 to 100 DH/kg, Le. by a f?ctor of 5. The eHect of chcc.!'.ging reprocessing
costs on the FC-costs is considerably lower (Tl1ELE 7).

6. CONCLUSIONS

The validity and accuracy of any cnalysic on fuel cycle economics of fast
breeder systems is limited by the fact that G~~ch an e.nalysis 11.8.3 to be a pro
jection in the future, as economic fast br;~ed(;:~s \·JOuld. probably come into
operation about a decade from now. Besides, in c?rrying o~t the present ana
lysis some plant variables haye bean kept constant wh:Lch TIlay be changed at
a later stage. In spite of these drawbacks~ the foregone analyses permit a
number of generalised conclusions to be dralffi. which more or less characterise
some of the inherent properties of fa.st breeder systems and the dynamically
growing nuclear industry~ which the fast reactors will form apart of.

6.1 In an expanding nuclear energy system all the cost parameters used for
deriving the fuel cycle costs cf fast breeders (e:cepting the interest rate),
v,ill be to a large extent influenced by the exi.sting cor~7erte:;~ reactors in the
foreseeable future. The specific fabricat~on ßnd reprocessing costs for fast
breeder fuel elements are likely to decrease with time because of large size
plants and improved technology vn,ereas, the Pu price would have a tendency
to rise so long as the fast breeders are to depend on plutonium produced in
the converters.

6.2 TIie burnup influences mainly the fabrication end reprocessing costs.
It is better to reduce these costs by improving the technology or improving
the thermal efficiency than by increasing the burnup. Since the fabrication
costs have lerger effect on FC-costs than the reprocessing costs, it would
be economicelly advantageous to put more effort on the reduction of fabrica
tion costs than on the improvement of reprocessing technology. Because of the
first core requirements for the newly installed reactor, the capacity of the
fabrication industry always leads that of the reprocessing industry by 3-4 yrs.

6.3 Fast reactor systems with oxide fuel are more sensitive to Pu-price than
those with carbide fuel. Even so~ the FC-costn for oxide breeders remain con
siderably below those for light \?ater reactors even with a Pu-price of 80 DM/g.

6.4 The oxide breeders have a cost advantage of about 0.3 Dpf/k~lli end the
carbide about 0.4 Dpf/ktTI. in the fuel cycle costs over the presently knolvn
converters.

6.5 An oxide or a carbide reactor system with approximately the same capital
investment can be designed for a wide range of reactor parameters which in
fluence the FC-costs (Oxide: burnup 40.000 - 100.000 t~~!t, fissile rating
0.5 - 1,1 1~1th!kg Pu, rod power 230 - 500 watt/cID. breeding ratio 1,1 - 1,37;
Carbide: burnup up to 100.000 HHd/t~ fissile rating 1~0 - 2,5 lfHth!kg Pu,
rod power 500 - 1.500 watt/cm~ breeding ratio 1~2 - 1,5). They can always be
designed for the prevailing economic conditions in such a way that the fuel
cycle costs remain weil below those from any of thc knovffi converter systems.
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TABLE I

Technical artd cost data for the reference reactors

Na-BR<) and Na-BRC

UnitSymbol

; ~"""'O_--_.......;.:......_'_____r_---r_---------...,.....---.--i--'--....-.---------.-.=,
I Reactor type :

Na-BRO Na-BRC ,;,1

Na~cdöled Na-cooled '
~

bnixed oxide mixed carbi.d':! I
- '. '. ".~

% 40,4 35~5

% 19,4 18,1
% 40,2 46,4

°c 200 200
Atm 3 3

w
ß
ct

C

GeO"J1e.-::?:.L

1
Core volume 1 6.570 3.700
CO!' 2 height cm 97~S 81
Core diameter I ö!il 293~O 241
Axial blanket hight cm 40 40
Radial blanket thickness cm 45 45
Fuel pin diameter Core
+ Ax.BI. d mm 6,5 6,5
Radial Blanket mm 12,5 12,5

Re&c!-or-physical
Thermal pOvler Nth lilIe 2.333 2.333
Electricalpower H~;re 1.000 1.000
Thermal efficiency n 1 0,43 0,43
Hax. 1{ad. potver X Hatt/crn core fuel 460 920
Fissile rating b !1H

a7
/kg Pu-fissile 0,87 1,33

Burnup in Core a }ft~ t heavy metal 80.000 80.000
Ratio fertile/Fissile m

in Core Ar y 1 7,0 7,4
Breeding ratio

Internal Br. 1 0,94 0,95
Axial Brl. 1 0~24 0,28
Radial Bra 1 O~ 19 0,27
Total Brr 1 1 ~37 1,50

Plant load factor K
g 1 0,7 0,7

Reactor-Thermydynarnics
In core:

Fuel frnction
Struct.mat.fraction
Coolant fraction
Temp. increase in
coolant ~

Pressure drop in coolant ßP

i
j

1
~

1----------------I----+-----------+-------4-------J
I
I
!

Dl1/kg heavy metal 619 614
Dll/kg heavy metal 130 115
DH/kg heavy metal 200 200
DH/kg heavy metomixed 384 315
DH/kg heavy metal
in mixed core + Ax, 210 ·175
Bl.+Rad.Blanket ,

DH/g Pu-fissile 40 40Plutonium price ct

Cost date.
SpeeD Fabrication

Core ~

Axial blanket ""CB
radial blanket ~

Av.Core + ÄXoBl.+Rad.Bl. KAVSpec.Reprocessing +
tr~nsport K-'R.



Pu-Isotope

239
240

241
242
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TABLE 11

Composition of Plutonium from high burn-up

ilVRs and Fast Breede.n Reactors

LWR Fast Breeder-
L.-%J /..-%J

55-60 60-75
20-25 22-30
10-15 2,5-5
5-10 0,5-2.. 5
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TAßLE IU

Dependenceof fuelcyc::le cast ttems on reaoMr parameters, Pu-priee aud interest rate;
FC-eosts fo.r Na-ERO andNa""'BIW

,~" M" .. • ß... zL Ol I .r $ ..- ~ • - _. • r.

0.15

Na"-'Bi~-

9, J3Core + Ax. Bi. + Rad. BI.

Fabrication eosts for

6

7

Eq.

6a

Parameter dependance.~_ .• .. " IFU~l~ycle eosts Dpf Ikivh

n-1.
a
-0,6 .~-"O:S '-x-O,s " '"1 I·'· ------. "Na"-·B·RO
m

"0 5• (I+y) , 01'

-I -'0 6 .~ 1
n 'a '-d or

m
-1 "0 6n 'a 'm

I. Core fabrication

Cost itams in PPf/kWh

"
2. Reprocessing for mixed fuel

(Core + A.x. BI. + Rad. Bl.) -1 -1 -1
C'n 'a +n·J mav 9 Reprocessing + Transport

eosts
0,06 .Q.&fr

!3. Pu-Interest-1'u-Credit

(a)Pu-Iut. for in-pile

inventory ·-1-1 -1a.m.R.h .k .n 10

Pu-lnt-1'u-Credlt

Pu.-lnt.in-pile

0J..~

0,257

o 06..->...-••

0,184

(b) Pu-Iut. for out""of-pile

inventory -1 -1. -1a.m.R.t .• a .n .O+y)w m 10a I Pu-lnt. out-oi-pile 0,048 0,Ol~6

__l _' ,

(e) PU-lut. for excess Pu

produced in Rad. EI.

(d) Pu-Credit

a.R.p.a (1+y)(Br -1).m g
-1 -1 -I'

•b .k • n
-Ia(\JBr "1)n

g

lab

11

Pu-lnt. Rad. Bi.

Pu-Credit

Total FC-eosts

0,030

"'0,145

0,3§

0,030

-0,200

2.d!
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TABLE: tv
Fuel Cyele costs for riHR 1~7 ~ iit,ffi. {FJ1 anrt the

Referenee fast breeder Na-BRO

Cost item Symbol Unit I LWR HHR Na"'BRO

I Fabrieation KF Dpf/ktJh I 0,17 0$34 0$13

I
IReproeessing KA Dpf/kHh °s06 - (ThrOl-T 0,06
IBurnup-eharges ~ Dpf/kUh 0$52

away cycle)
0,20 -

I Interest eharges
!

Dpf/kHh
I

Kint IInel. in - 0,34Ion plutonium F'!'uCrIPlutonium credit I1>u Cr Dpf/kHh -0$08 - -0,15

Total fuel cyele ~C Dpf/kHh 0,67 0,54 0,38
costs

Spee. Fab. Costs I KAV DH/kg 250 200 384

Spee. Repro. Costsl l'a DH/kg 140 - 2.10
(inel. Transport)

Thermal effieieney, n 1 0,345 0,33 0~43
I

Burnup (average)

I
a MWd/t mixed 27500 9000 30000mav fuel
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TABtE v

Parameter variation and referenee data for

fuel eyele eost ealeulations.

Na-BRO Na-BRC

Burnup m-Jd/t . 103 40 80 110 160 40 80 110

Rod power, watt/em 230 460 920 920

Fissile rating, rßJTh/kg Pu 0,75 0,54 0,41 1,1 0,87 0,63 1,72 1,27 1,03 1,58 1,33 1,02

Fuel pin diameter, mm 5,0 6,5 8,0 5,0 6,5 8,0 5,0 6,5 8,0 5,0 6,5 8,0

Rad. bL thiekness, em 15 30 45 15 30 45

Ax. bL hei8ht (at the top
and bottom of eore fuel) em 25 30 35 40 25 30 35 40

Base fuel eyele data I
Speeific fabrication costs I

I

Core fuel Eq. (l) } same after

Ax. BI. fuel Eq. (3)
making eorrec-
tion for den-
sity

Rad. Bl. fuel, DH/kg 200 200

Plutonium price, DM/g 40 40

Interest rate %/a 7 7

Taxes %/a 2,7 2,7

Life time for reaetor, yr 25 25

Fabrication time, yr 0,22 0,22

Reproeessing time (in-
cluding eooling and
transport) 0,50 0,50

Total out-of-pile time \

(tl'l) yr 0,72 0,72

Excess requirement of
material in Fabrieation

(m) 1,01 1,01

Haterial obtained from
reproeessing (u) 0,99 0,99
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TABLE VI

Techniaal and :Fuei cyele Cost tlata foll the Refe~etice Reactor

ira-BRO with SO,OOO and. 160.000 fvIWa/t burn-up

Btirh-Up L-MWd/t Core fuel-7 80.000 160.000

Critical Mass

Fissile Rating

y

Pu fissile concentration
in Core

Real smeared density
of heavy metal

Breeding Ratio

Internal

Axial

Radial

Total

Fuel Cycle Costs

Fabrication

Reprocessing +
Transport

Pu-Interest 
Pu-Credit

Total

L-kg Pu-f-7

L-MNth/kg Pu- f ]

L-IJ
L- %J

-0L /0 of_theore-
ticalJ

LDpf/kWV

2.682

0,87

7,0

12,5

0,85

0,94

0,24

0,19

1,37

0,13

0,06

0,19

0.. 38

3.364

0,69

4,04

19,8

0,72

0,74

0.. 24

0,19

1,19

0,10

0,05

0,28

0,43
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TABLE VII

Fuel Cycle Costs for Na-BRO and Na-BRC with different

specific fabricatibn costs for mixed Core + Blanket Fuel

Spec. Fabrication Costs 0 100 ~OO 300 400 500
L-DM/kg mixed fuel_7

Fuel Cycle Costs
L-D9f / kWh_7

Na-BRO 0,25 0,28 0,32 0,35 0,39 0,42

Na-BEC 0,12 0,17 0,21 0,26 0,31 0,36

TABLE VIII

Fuel Cycle Costs for Na-ERO and Na-ERC with different

specific reprocessing costs for mixed Core + Blanket Fuel

Spec. Reprocessing Costs 0 50 150 250 350 450

L-DM/kg mixed fuelJ

Fuel Cycle Costs
L-Dpf/kWhJ

Na-BRO 0,32 0,33 0,36 0,38 0,40 0,43

Na-BRC 0,21 0,23 0,27 0,31 0,34 0,38
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230 } oxide .
460 -----'---I--

920 carbide

')(. watt/emFertile material
y=

Fissile material

• 8 mm d

91-----~-~-----f___------__+_~ " 6.5mm d
• 5 mm d

81-----_--l-----~-------'---1___+__-~'lilo._---_+-------_+

6 I---------I--------~[----------~--~___Y__~------_+_

<D
10I------+-----------f-----~-~-__+_- Cl>

(j)

51----------+---------f--~~----_+_+------___+_

41---------I----~~--______J----~--__+-------___+_

3"-_~~------~~------~-------~....-0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Fissile rating MWth I Kg Pu ( b )

Fig.l Dependence 01 y on fissile rating (b) for the oxide
type and the carbide type fuel. with rod power

( ')(, ) as parameter
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Fig. 2 Fuel cycle costs vs fissile rating with 1t as parameter
a m = 80.000 MWd It
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Fig. 5 Fuel cycie costs vs. Breedii"lg
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Fig. 6 Fuel. cycle costs vs Pu - Price
with Breeding ratio as parameter


